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C O N S P E C T U S

The performance of an
organic photovoltaic cell

depends critically on the mo-
bility of charge carriers within
the constituent molecular semi-
conductor materials. However,
a complex combination of phe-
nomena that span a range of
length and time scales control
charge transport in disordered
organic semiconductors. As a
result, it is difficult to rational-
ize charge transport properties
in terms of material parame-
ters. Until now, efforts to improve charge mobilities in molecular semiconductors have proceeded largely by trial and
error rather than through systematic design. However, recent developments have enabled the first predictive simu-
lation studies of charge transport in disordered organic semiconductors.

This Account describes a set of computational methods, specifically molecular modeling methods, to simulate molec-
ular packing, quantum chemical calculations of charge transfer rates, and Monte Carlo simulations of charge trans-
port. Using case studies, we show how this combination of methods can reproduce experimental mobilities with few
or no fitting parameters. Although currently applied to material systems of high symmetry or well-defined structure,
further developments of this approach could address more complex systems such anisotropic or multicomponent sol-
ids and conjugated polymers.

Even with an approximate treatment of packing disorder, these computational methods simulate experimental mobil-
ities within an order of magnitude at high electric fields. We can both reproduce the relative values of electron and
hole mobility in a conjugated small molecule and rationalize those values based on the symmetry of frontier orbit-
als. Using fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of molecular packing, we can quantitatively replicate ver-
tical charge transport along stacks of discotic liquid crystals which vary only in the structure of their side chains. We
can reproduce the trends in mobility with molecular weight for self-organizing polymers using a cheap, coarse-
grained structural simulation method. Finally, we quantitatively reproduce the field-effect mobility in disordered C60
films. On the basis of these results, we conclude that all of the necessary building blocks are in place for the predic-
tive simulation of charge transport in macromolecular electronic materials and that such methods can be used as a
tool toward the future rational design of functional organic electronic materials.

Introduction
A key consideration in the application of molecu-

lar semiconductor materials to optoelectronic

applications such as photovoltaic energy conver-

sion is their low charge carrier mobilities. Even in

the best cases, charge mobilities of organic semi-
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conductors are, at ∼1 cm2 V-1s-1, several orders of magni-

tude lower than those of inorganic photovoltaic materials

(∼103 cm2 V-1 s-1). The low mobilities arise from the local-

ization of electronic states on individual molecules or seg-

ments of molecules. Relatively weak intermolecular

interactions mean that charge transport is best described by

hopping transfer rather than band transport.

Low charge mobilities in molecular semiconductors influ-

ence organic photovoltaic device performance in several ways:

(i) Low mobilities allow bimolecular charge recombination to

compete with charge collection, reducing photocurrent. This

limits the thickness of the photoactive layer. (ii) High resistiv-

ity of the semiconductor layers decreases the device fill fac-

tor. (iii) The local charge mobility (influenced by the order in

molecular packing) appears to influence the efficiency of

charge pair separation following exciton dissociation.

At the present time, mobility is often treated as a constant

parameter as in classical semiconductor device physics treat-

ments (e.g. ref 1). These treatments have the advantage that

several modeling tools are available, and have been used to

fit experimental results with reasonable success. However, this

classical semiconductor approach fails to explain a number of

observations, such as the large variation in the short circuit

current,2 the high order of charge recombination,3 the non-

ideal diode behavior of devices in the dark, and the consis-

tently low fill factors of devices under illumination. Some

approaches have incorporated a charge density dependent

mobility, which goes some way to explain some of these phe-

nomena and can be explained in terms of disorder.4 How-

ever, such approaches still leave no scope to deal with

inhomogeneity of molecular packing.

While the prediction of charge carrier mobility from the

chemical and physical structure of the molecular material is

desirable, this goal is complicated by the following factors: (i)

disorder in the conformation, conjugation length, separation,

and relative orientation of the charge transporting units;5,6 (ii)

the multicomponent nature of most molecular photovoltaic

materials;7 and (iii) inhomogeneity in molecular packing.8 This

means that a knowledge of chemical structure alone is insuf-

ficient to indicate charge mobility.

In this Account, we present a framework for the simula-

tion of charge carrier mobility in molecular solids as a func-

tion of their chemical and physical structure, which combines

several levels of simulation on different time and length

scales. We first define certain fundamental principles of charge

transport in molecular semiconductors and present methods

to model the processes of molecular packing, intermolecular

charge transfer, and charge transport. We then demonstrate

how combinations of these methods can explain the relation-

ship between chemical structure and charge transport in the

case of several important molecular semiconductors. Finally,

we identify the main objectives for optimizing and modeling

charge transport in organic photovoltaic materials. The ulti-

mate objective of this work is to help build tools for the ratio-

nal design of organic photovoltaic materials and devices.

Fundamentals
To simulate charge transport we need to create a simulation

volume containing sites where charges can be localized, to

calculate the rates of charge transfer between any pair of sites

under given conditions (temperature, applied electric bias), and

to simulate the motion of charges in a way that best mimics

the experiment. Clearly, this involves a number of different

types of calculation and different methodologies.

In this Account, we restrict attention to systems where inter-

molecular charge transfer can be treated as a hopping pro-

cess, that is, a transition from the charge being localized

entirely on one molecule or segment (M1) to its being local-

ized entirely on the other (M2). The process is a charge trans-

fer reaction of the sort

In the diabatic approximation, the electronic Hamiltonian of

such a two level system, neglecting external environment, is

where Ei represent the energy of each diabatic state and J12 is

the electronic transfer integral between the states. The rate of

incoherent electron tunneling from one state to another is

determined by the square of this matrix element. In this work,

we use semiclassical nonadiabatic Marcus theory, discussed

below, to calculate the transfer rates. The motion of a single

charge through a molecular assembly is modeled as several

sequential uncorrelated charge transfer events of this sort; the

motion of multiple charges is represented by several simulta-

neous sequences of such transitions.

A key characteristic of charge transport in disordered

molecular solids is the wide range of intermolecular charge

transfer rates (see Figure 4 below for an example), which leads

to the phenomenon of dispersive transport.9 In extreme cases,

the charge transfer time for the slowest events in the assem-

bly exceed the time scale of the experiment. This effect means

that different methods which would return the same measure

of charge mobility in an ideal semiconductor can return very

different measures in a disordered organic semiconductor.

M1
+ + M2fM1 + M2

+ (1)

H )
E1 J12

J12
∗ E2

(2)
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Methods that have been used to measure charge mobility in

molecular semiconductors include direct probes such as time-

of-flight (ToF); probes of injected current such as space-charge-

limited dark injection, charge extraction under linearly

increasing voltage (CELIV), steady state current density-
voltage response, and admittance spectroscopy, all of which

probe injection efficiency as well as mobility and are gener-

ally probes of nonuniform electric field distributions; field

effect transistor (FET) measurements, which probe the mobil-

ity at high charge carrier densities; and probes of the most

mobile fraction of charges such as time-resolved microwave

conductivity (TRMC). In addition, local mobility can be inferred

from the dynamics of transport limited processes such as

charge recombination.4 This rich variety of methods provides

a sound basis for testing models of charge transport.

Previous Modeling Approaches. Previously, several

approaches have been proposed to simulate hopping trans-

port in disordered molecular media. Most important among

these is the Gaussian disorder model (GDM).10 The GDM

encompasses the description of the charge transfer reaction

(eq 1) for individual charge transfer events, and sample con-

figurational and energetic disorder from characteristic Gauss-

ian distributions. However, although successful at reproducing

the general features of observed charge transport phenom-

ena, the GDM offers no power to predict transport behavior

from knowledge of the chemical and physical structure.

Variants of the GDM sought to include known physical

influences on the site energy disorder such as the charge-
dipole interaction in doped molecular solids,11 quadrupolar

interactions,12 and local ordering. A first attempt to use quan-

tum chemical methods to calculate the effect of chemical

structure on the hopping rate distributions13 nicely demon-

strated both the chemical origin of dispersion in hopping rates

and the importance of torsional interactions in molecular sol-

ids. In the studies described herein, we extend the approach

of those authors by including simulations of molecular

packing.

Multiscale Models. In any experiment, a range of dynamic

scales is involved in the transport process: the rate of inter-

molecular charge transfer (ps-ns), the rate of molecular vibra-

tion (fs-ps) and of conformational change (ps-ns or longer),

and the time scales for charge transit across a device (ns-µs

or ms). In addition, very different length scales are involved

ranging from intramolecular distances (10-10 m) to device

thicknesses (10-7-10-5 m). The wide range of time and

length scales means that no single method can adequately

address the problem. Instead, a combination of methods each

addressing processes on different time scales must be used.

In this work, we use a combination of three methodologies: (1)

molecular modeling methods to simulate the position and ori-

entation of the transport units; (2) quantum chemical calcula-

tions for the intermolecular charge transfer rates; and (3)

Monte Carlo simulation of a charge mobility measurement, to

simulate the experimental data from which mobility is esti-

mated. The generic approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

Simulation of Molecular Packing. Atomistic molecular

dynamics (MD) refers to methodologies that simulate the

motion of atoms within each molecule in response to the elec-

trostatic, electronic, inductive, and dispersive forces due to the

other atoms and molecules in the ensemble. Atoms are

repeatedly moved in response to these forces until the

statistical-mechanical properties of the ensemble reach a

dynamic equilibrium. Representative configurations or “snap-

shots” of the molecular assembly may then be sampled and

used as the matrix for a charge transport simulation. In the

case of assemblies of “small molecules” where the charged

state is delocalized over the entire molecule, the position and

orientation of the conjugated molecular core should be

recorded. In the case of conjugated polymers, where a polaron

occupies only a fraction of the molecular chain, some defini-

tion of conjugation length must be applied to split the chain

into segments, each of which could accommodate a charged

state. For example, a certain degree of torsion between mono-

mers could serve to delineate conjugated segments.14 If

changes in molecular configuration and conformation are slow

compared to the rate of charge transport through the assem-

bly, static representations of the configuration of charge trans-

port sites can be used as the matrix for transport simulations.

If not, then the molecular configurations should be updated

according to the evolution of the MD simulation during the

course of the transport simulation.

FIGURE 1. Generic flowchart for the multiscale simulation of
charge transport in a (disordered) molecular assembly.
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Fully atomistic MD is computationally intensive and in prac-

tice is limited to relatively small or simple systems for short

time scales on the order of nanoseconds. Various approxima-

tions can be made to reduce computational effort and enlarge

the size of assemblies addressed, for example, a united atom

approach or coarse graining.15

Until now, MD has not been widely used for organic semi-

conductors, and existing force fields seldom describe π-con-

jugated systems correctly: in general, the delocalized electron

density tends to planarize the core. To supplement extant

force fields for our materials, relaxed potential energy scans

are carried out around a particular degree of freedom of a

minimal representative structure to yield an improved poten-

tial energy function for that mode. In many semiconducting

polymers, the torsional degree of freedom influences confor-

mation most strongly and therefore needs to be accurately

modeled.

Both intramolecular conformation and intermolecular pack-

ing are strongly influenced by the side chains, which other-

wise have negligible electronic function. An example is shown

in Figure 2. The potential for intermonomer torsion in a dimer

of fluorene calculated using AM1 with form checked and bar-

rier heights calculated by HF//MP2/cc-pvdz (Figure 2a) shows

four minima, separated by (relatively low) potential barriers of

∼0.1 eV. The side chain free dimer shows no clear prefer-

ence for the bridging carbon atoms to lie on the same or

opposite sides. However, when this torsional potential is used

within a MD simulation of chloroform solvated fluorene

octamers with long (octyl) side chains, a clear preference is

observed for side chains to lie on the same side of the back-

bone. In contrast, the octamer with short (methyl) side chains

adopts all four torsional minima equally.

Accurate simulation of molecular packing structures with

MD requires reliable structural information both for valida-

tion of results and for the definition of suitable starting con-

figurations. In the case of ordered systems, structural

information can facilitate the use of fairly crude, but poten-

tially informative, course grained approaches. Such an

approach is described below.

Calculation of Charge Transfer Rates. The mechanism

of charge transfer between molecules depends upon the exact

form of the charge transfer Hamiltonian (eq 2). In the limit

where the electronic states on different molecules are very

strongly coupled, charge transport is bandlike.16 At the oppo-

site limit, charge transfer is described by a hopping mecha-

nism. All the systems discussed herein are treated in the

hopping regime. In this limit, the hop rate can be calculated

with semiclassical nonadiabatic Marcus theory:17

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, λ is the

reorganization energy, and ∆E is the change in energy

between the initial and final state of the charge transfer reac-

tion, ∆E ) E2 - E1. Although the difference in free energies

should be considered, it is common to neglect entropic effects

in molecular solids.18 Figure 3 depicts J, ∆E, and λ on a poten-

tial energy surface plot.

For the hopping approximation to be valid, the system

needs to be strongly localized in one of the two states in Fig-

ure 3, that is, J , λ. It is also assumed that J is constant with

FIGURE 2. (a) Torsional potential energy for a dimer of fluorene in
vacuum. (b) Frequency plots of the intermonomer torsional angles
adopted by neighboring monomers in solvated octamers of
dimethylfluorene (red) and dioctylfluorene (black), obtained from
500 ps MD simulation runs. At θ ) 0, the bridging carbon atoms
are on the same side.

FIGURE 3. Potential energy surfaces of the reactants and products
of the charge transfer reaction as a function of a single reaction
coordinate Qr. The Marcus rate represents the product of the
probability of reaching the intersection and the rate of reaction
once there.

Γ ) |J|2

p � π
λkBT

exp(- (∆E + λ)2

4λkBT ) (3)
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respect to variation in Qr
19 and that the vibrational modes of

the reactants and products can be treated classically.20

The parameters controlling the Marcus rate, λ, J, and ∆E
can each be calculated with quantum chemical methods. A

comprehensive review can be found in refs 16 and 21.

The reorganization energy λ is the sum of contributions

from the energetic relaxation of the molecules M1 and M2,

λinner, and from the relaxation of the surrounding medium,

λouter. λinner can be estimated from calculations on individual

gas-phase molecules.22 λouter is commonly neglected because

it is difficult to quantify the relevant dielectric response on the

time scale of charge transport. However, it has been shown to

be small in certain cases.23

Whereas λinner only has to be calculated once for a given

material system, ∆E and J have to be calculated for every pair

of neighboring molecules and normally make the largest com-

putational demand of the simulation. J is most accurately cal-

culated by projecting the individual orbitals of M1 and M2 onto

the orbitals of the pair M1 + M2.24 In cases where J is large,

more efficient, approximate methods can be used.25 Figure 4

illustrates the large variation in J that can result from varia-

tions in molecular separation and orientation.

The energetic driving force ∆E contains contributions from

the nuclear relaxation and electronic polarization of both M1

and M2, and the surrounding molecules.23 The former can be

approximated from the calculations on the gas phase mole-

cules M1 and M2. A reasonable approximation to the contri-

bution to ∆E from electrostatic interactions between the

molecules in the initial and final state can be made using a

distributed multipolar analysis of the calculated charge den-

sities on each molecule.26 Rigorous treatment of polarization

effects is computationally costly, and in the examples given

below it is neglected. The final contribution to ∆E is from the

effect of any applied electric fields.

Simulation of Charge Transport. Given the positions of

molecules, and the rates of charge transfer between them, the

motion of charges through a solid can be simulated. One

approach is to solve a master equation directly, but, to make

the calculation tractable, low charge densities and steady-state

must be assumed.13 A more flexible approach is to use a

kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm.

A schematic of the KMC algorithm is given in Figure 5 for

the simulation of a single charge. A charge is generated

according to the experiment being modeled: for example, to

simulate a time-of-flight experiment, the charge is “photoge-

nerated” in a generation layer near the top of the molecular

film. The algorithm then iteratively chooses where the charge

will hop and at what time, and executes the hop. At each step,

the current is updated and a check is made as to whether the

charge should be collected, for example, if it has reached the

counter-electrode in the time-of-flight experiment. Current

transients are averaged over many simulation runs for differ-

ent realizations of the molecular assembly and different start-

ing conditions. This KMC method relies on the use of an

adaptive time step, which makes the simulation efficient for

dispersive charge transport. Other advantages are the capa-

bility to treat high charge densities by limiting multiple occu-

pation of charge transport sites and the capability to treat

Coulomb interactions exactly. These methods have been inte-

grated into the open-source code “ToFeT” [http://tofet.org] and

used to simulate ToF and field-effect mobilities.

FIGURE 4. (a) Logarithm of |J|2 for two parallel trimers of fluorene separated by 0.65 nm as a function of the azimuthal angle (R) and
torsion angle (φ) defining the relative orientation of the backbones. Variations in orientation affect |J|2 by more than 7 orders of magnitude.
(b) |J|2 as a function of separation of the trimers, for some different relative orientations. Adapted with permission from ref 27. Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 5. Schematic of the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of
transport for a single charge.
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Case Studies of Charge Transport
Simulations
We now present results of several simulation studies of charge

transport in molecular semiconductors. The selected studies

use different degrees of approximation in the simulation of

the molecular packing, and together they demonstrate both

the critical influence of molecular packing on charge trans-

port and the complexities in its simulation.

Demonstration of Effects of Positional Disorder and

Chemical Structure: AlQ3. The first study concerns the

molecular semiconductor tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum

(AlQ3), which is an electron transport material and green light

emitter in organic light emitting diodes. AlQ3 is interesting

because its measured electron mobility is around 2 orders of

magnitude larger than its hole mobility (Figure 3b); most

organic semiconductors show a higher hole mobility, attrib-

uted to the higher symmetry (fewer nodes) of the HOMO rel-

ative to the LUMO. In this study, we compare the simulated

electron and hole time-of-flight (ToF) mobilities in an AlQ3

crystal with those in a disordered assembly of AlQ3 mole-

cules. The disordered assembly is generated via a crude

coarse grained method, where rigid copies of the relaxed

AlQ3 molecule are moved within the potentials of their neigh-

bors, as modeled with the Dreiding force field. While this

method cannot be expected to reproduce the conformation of

amorphous AlQ3 accurately, the comparison of crystalline and

disordered cases allows us to make some simple observations

about the effect of disorder on transport.

In each case, crystalline or disordered, J and ∆E between

neighboring gas-phase molecules are calculated with density

functional theory.28 The resulting standard deviation in ∆E is

0.2 eV which is consistent with the large dipole moment of

AlQ3 and similar to values predicted by the GDM.

The ToF experiment is simulated as described by ref 28,

and the calculated electron and hole mobilities for a crystal-

line and disordered film of AlQ3 are shown in Figure 6a. In

the case of the crystalline film, the mobility is high and sen-

sitive to orientation of the electric field within the crystal. Dis-

order reduces the mobility by over 2 orders of magnitude and

slightly increases the dependence on electric field. Although

the field dependence of the mobility in the disordered sam-

ple is still small compared to both experiment (Figure 6a) and

predictions by the GDM and its variants,10,11 this inaccuracy

is not unexpected given the small size of our samples (∼1100

molecules).

The lower mobility for the disordered film is readily ratio-

nalized in terms of the higher incidence of very low transfer

rates, illustrated in Figure 6b, and the resulting dispersive char-

acter of the charge transport. Analysis confirmed that the main

FIGURE 6. (a) Simulated time-of-flight mobilities (open symbols) for
electrons (red) and holes (blue) in disordered films of AlQ3, in
comparison with experimental data (filled symbols) and with simulated
electron mobilities in the three principal crystal directions (black
squares). (b) Frequency plot of electron (red) and hole (blue) transfer
integrals for disordered film in comparison with that for electrons in
the crystal (black). (c) Image of the disordered simulation volume,
where all molecules that are visited during 2000 repeats of the
simulation are colored green. Reprinted with permission from ref 28.
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cause of the disorder in transfer rates was the variation in ∆E,

resulting largely from the strong dipole moment of the AlQ3

molecule, rather than the variation in J. A high incidence of

low charge transfer rates indicates a significant population of

sites that either act as charge traps or are effectively inacces-

sible. The effect of this is illustrated in Figure 6c, where a large

fraction of the film is shown to be inaccessible. Such “filamen-

tary” transport could have significant implications for solar cell

design.

A second key observation is that the simulated electron

mobility exceeds the hole mobility, following experimental

observation. This is unusual in conjugated molecular solids.

However, for AlQ3, the LUMO is more symmetric than the

HOMO, being delocalized over two lobes of the molecule

rather than one. As a result, electrons experience less disor-

der than holes in both J and ∆E.

Although the method used to simulate molecular packing

was relatively crude, this study demonstrates the potential

impact on transport of packing disorder. In order to estimate

the influence of disorder quantitatively, a more realistic rep-

resentation of the disordered molecular assembly is required.

In the next section, this is done using fully atomistic molecu-

lar dynamics.

Demonstration of Effects of Side Chains on Molecular
Packing: HBC. This case study addresses the hole transport

properties of a discotic liquid crystal, hexabenzocoronene

(HBC). In the discotic mesophase, the molecules self-organize

to form columns with strong π-orbital interactions within col-

umns and insignificant interactions between columns. Such

materials are of interest for devices such as solar cells, where

improved vertical mobility is desired. Hole mobilities in HBC

derivatives are high, such that they must be inferred from

TRMC measurements, and show a clear dependence upon the

side chain type.29 Atomistic MD methods developed at Mainz

were applied to simulate the structures formed by HBC mol-

ecules with different side chains.30 Here, we show how the

degree of order in intracolumnar packing, as modeled by MD,

can explain the observed trend in TRMC mobility with side

chain type.

HBC derivatives with three different types of side chain (Fig-

ure 7a, inset) were studied. Snapshots of molecular arrange-

ments within stacks of each type of HBC in the discotic

mesophase were taken from atomistic MD simulations.30,31

Simulation and structural measurements both showed that

packing order is maximized for long aliphatic side chains

while more bulky dodecylphenyl and branched hexyldecyl

side chains lead to greater disorder in the intermolecular spac-

ing and tilt angle (Figure 7a).

The distribution of nearest-neighbor hole transfer integrals

in MD generated stacks of each of the three types of mole-

cule is shown in Figure 7b. The unbranched dodecyl side

chain which leads to the highest degree of order in intermo-

lecular separation and tilt also leads to the narrowest distri-

bution of transfer integral, while the bulky and branched side

chains lead to wider distributions with a significantly larger

fraction of low transfer integrals. In this case, where transport

is one-dimensional, low transfer integrals must trap charges

and so are expected to affect the charge carrier mobility pro-

foundly. Simulated ToF mobilities are shown in Figure 7c in

comparison with the results of TRMC measurements.32 Since

TRMC probes the motion of the fastest charge carriers, the

good agreement between simulation and experiment indi-

cates that the MD simulations represent relatively well ordered

clusters of molecules within the films.

A Coarse Grained Approach to Polymer Packing:
P3HT. The previous study was greatly simplified by working

with a molecule that is known to pack into a columnar

arrangement. For three-dimensional disordered molecular

assemblies, predicting structure is still too challenging for

methods available today. However, structural information can

be used to identify preferred packing motifs and the most sig-

FIGURE 7. (a) Side view of snapshots of a MD simulation of stacks
of HBC in the discotic mesophase, for the cases of unbranched
dodecyl side chains (left) and branched hexyl-decyl side chains
(right). (b) Frequency plot of |J|2 for the dodecyl (black line),
phenyldodecyl (blue line), and branched hexyl-decyl (red line) side
chain. (c) Simulated ToF mobility (circles) at an applied field of 105 V
cm-1, in comparison with measured TRMC mobility (squares) for
HBCs with different side chain. Reprinted with permission from ref
32.
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nificant degrees of freedom, and so to construct simplified,

coarse-grained models of the molecular packing. Here, we

show how such an approach can rationalize the molecular

weight dependence of hole mobility in regioregular

polythiophene.

Regioregular poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) is an impor-

tant organic semiconductor on account of both its high FET

hole mobility and its success as the donor component in

organic solar cells. The conjugated backbone shows strong

planarity and adopts a lamellar structure where chains fold

within two-dimensional sheets. These lamellae readily stack

together, giving structures with strong intersheet π-stacking

interactions and high charge mobilities in the π-stacking direc-

tion (Figure 8a). Interestingly, studies on the effect of molec-

ular weight (MW) on P3HT hole mobility have shown that, as

P3HT MW increases up to ∼40 kDa, the hole mobility

increases even though the crystallinity of the film decreases.5

To explore this phenomenon, we develop a coarse grained

model of the packing of P3HT, where we represent the poly-

mer as a jointed chain which is constrained to move on a

square lattice within a two-dimensional sheet. Each link in the

chain represents approximately four thiophene units, a lower

limit to the typical conjugation length. Chains move within

sheets by reptation, via a Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm.

The relative values of the intrasheet and intersheet interac-

tion energy between monomers are chosen in accordance

with reported interaction energies33 for coplanar and cofa-

cial thiophene units. In agreement with experiment,5 short

chains form more ordered structures (because of the more

favorable intersheet interaction) whereas long chains form less

ordered structures (which are more entropically favorable) (Fig-

ure 8b).

Figure 8c shows simulated ToF hole mobilities in the

coarse-grained structures in comparison with experimental FET

mobilities as a function of MW. Simulation details are given in

ref 34. Simulated hole mobility increases with increasing MW,

in agreement with the experimental observations and despite

the reducing crystalline order. This result supports the hypoth-

esis that transport in the vertical direction through organic

films is limited by the transfer rate between ordered domains,

even when these domains are directed parallel to the sub-

strate.27 In the case of low MW, crystalline domains form with

strong internal order but with few direct interconnections. For

higher MW, chains still interact strongly in the intersheet direc-

tion on a local scale, but these domains are well linked by

polymer chains.

This study nicely demonstrates the importance of hetero-

geneity in determining the macroscopic charge transport prop-

erties. The model is limited, however, by the stylized

rectangular geometry. In particular, the factors that control

packing in the intercrystalline regions need to be better

understood.

To study the effect of heterogeneity on transport in detail,

we next focus on a highly symmetric molecule where the

growth of heterogeneous films can be simulated with rela-

tive accuracy and ease.

Microscopic versus Macroscopic Effects in C60 films. In

this section, we present results of a multiscale simulation of

transport in disordered films of C60. C60 is widely studied as

an electron transporter in organic FETs and as an acceptor in

solar cells. It is known to crystallize into a close-packed lat-

tice, as expected from its spherical symmetry, but most stud-

ies are carried out on vacuum deposited films which contain

both crystalline and disordered regions. The study is moti-

vated partly by the existence of (conflicting) experimental data

on the correlation between crystal grain size and FET elec-

tron mobility.35,36 The symmetry of the molecule imparts

three simplifications for our study: first, the intermolecular

potential is determined primarily by the intermolecular spac-

ing and is known;37 second, the symmetry prevents any sub-

stantial electrostatic contribution to energetic disorder,

allowing energetic disorder to be disregarded; and third, the

transfer integral is determined only by the intermolecular

FIGURE 8. (a) Schematic of the lamellar structure adopted by P3HT.
(b) Simulated structures obtained by coarse grained method for
short (∼40 repeat units) (left) and long (∼160 repeat units) (right)
chain lengths. (c) Simulated low-field limit time-of-flight mobility
(filled stars) in comparison with measured FET mobilities (open
triangles) from ref 5.
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spacing, meaning that disorder in the intermolecular separa-

tion in the noncrystalline regions is the only factor influenc-

ing transport.

C60 films were generated by simulating the physical vapor

deposition process with a custom Monte Carlo code.38 In

agreement with experiment, higher substrate temperatures

resulted in larger crystalline grains (Figure 9a). However, even

the least crystalline films are consistently ordered, as shown

by the radial distribution functions (RDFs) (Figure 9b). The effi-

ciency with which C60 molecules pack arises from their high

symmetry and results in the film also being well ordered elec-

tronically: even in the 298 K morphology, 99.6% of mole-

cules have total outward hopping rates that are within 1 order

of magnitude of those in the crystal.

The generated C60 films were used in simulations of field-

effect transistors in which we were able to reproduce a range

of experimental characteristics, including current-voltage

curves, electrochemical potential profiles, and mobilities.38 The

saturated field-effect mobilities (Figure 9c) depend only slightly

on crystal grain size as expected from the similar RDFs. This

finding is consistent with some experimental reports,35 but not

others,36 and suggests that other factors, such as interfacial

effects, could influence experimental FET mobilities.

Conclusion and Outlook
Low mobilities limit the performance of organic solar cells by

enhancing the probability of charge recombination, limiting

the charge separation yield, and increasing resistive losses. To

maximize the potential of organic photovoltaic energy con-

version, charge mobilities need to be increased, but the com-

plexity of the transport mechanism makes it extremely difficult

to predict charge mobilities from the chemical structure.

In this Account, we have shown how a combination of

computational methods can be used to reproduce the elec-

tronic transport properties of a range of molecular semicon-

ductors. In particular, we have shown that packing disorder

can reduce mobility by several orders of magnitude for a dis-

ordered molecular semiconductor relative to the crystal; that

FIGURE 9. (a) Snapshots of C60 films grown on substrates held at 298 and 748 K. Crystalline regions are colored red. (b) Radial distribution
function for films grown at different temperatures and for a crystal (dashed lines). (c) Saturated FET mobility as a function of grain size.
Experimental saturated mobilities are shown.35,36
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the effect of disorder on mobility is amplified by anisotropy in

the orbitals involved in charge transfer; that side chains

strongly influence mobility via their effect on molecular pack-

ing; and that transport in conjugated polymers is a function

both of the extension of polymer chains and order in chain

packing. We have shown that, in the case of two model sys-

tems, a discotic liquid crystal and disordered films of C60,

mobility can be predicted quantitatively from the chemical

structure.

The methods used here to simulate transport can be

extended to simulate the binary structures formed in organic

bulk heterojunctions and to model the process of charge trans-

port and recombination following charge separation. Achiev-

ing a reliable capability to model, and ultimately to predict, the

behavior of photovoltaic heterojunctions will require further

developments. In particular, efficient coarse graining meth-

ods will be needed to model the structural behavior of mac-

romolecular systems such as conjugated polymers; methods

will be needed to incorporate the effects of dynamic confor-

mational changes on the time scale of charge transport; and

an appropriate description of the influence of local charge

mobility on charge pair separation will be needed. However,

the building blocks for all of these developments are avail-

able, and the result will be a powerful set of diagnostic and

design tools for optimization of organic photovoltaic devices.
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